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Spring / Summer 2023

Inspired by the juxtaposition between restriction versus 

release, this spring collection aims to examine the 

confluence of opposites. Exploring the world of bondage, a 

perennial concept for the brand, intricate smocking 

techniques and straps are used as a subtle nod to the 

subculture. 

MY  SIDE



Diana Dress
in baby floral

asymmetrical cascading ruffle dress

with smocked bodice





Kali Top

Raveena Pants

in pistachio

in pistachio

satin bee jacquard bra top with tie detailing

satin bee jacquard lounge pants

and adjustable straps

with elastic waistband



Miso Dress
in milk

empire waisted cotton dress with adjustable spaghetti straps

scallop trim, and asymmetrical skirt



Dancer Skirt

Arke Bustier

in yolk

in baby floral

cotton bustier with hook & eye closure and

cotton skirt with

smocked back

drawstring tunnel and side ties



Chai Dress
in milk

cotton dress with side seam pockets,

elastic bust bandeau detail,

wide bendback hem, and smocking at back





Mira Top Break Skirt
in iris in iris

smocked top with puffled sleeves midi skirt with side seam

and back neck tie cutouts and ties



Chase Slip
in yolk

satin bee jacquard slip dress with

bodice seam details & lace up back



Kali Top

satin bee jacquard bra top with tie detailing

and adjustable straps

in yolk

Raveena Pants
in nebula

satin bee jacquard lounge pants

with elastic waistband



Hunter Dress
in iris

satin bee jacquard dress with

puffed sleeves, pleats, and wide bendback hem



Garden Top

Bloom Skirt

in milk

in milk

smocked cotton top with elastic straps

cotton mini skirt with ruched

and asymmetrical cascading ruffles

yoke and waist ruffle



Degas Dress
in onyx

cotton dress with sleeve ruffles

and suspension details



Cap Bloomers
in pistachio

cotton bloomers with elastic

waistband and ruffles



Lettuce Dress
in nebula

satin bee jacquard dress with 

bra bodice, adjustable straps, and high-low hem





Dancer Skirt
in milk

cotton skirt with

drawstring tunnel and side ties



Mira Top
in onyx

smocked top with puffled sleeves

and back neck tie





Garden Top
in yolk

smocked cotton top with elastic straps

and asymmetrical cascading ruffles



Mint Dress
in milk

cotton apron dress with puffed sleeves

and cross back elastic straps



Chase Slip
in pistachio

satin bee jacquard slip dress with

bodice seam details & lace up back



Chai Dress
in yolk

cotton dress with side seam pockets,

elastic bust bandeau detail,

wide bendback hem, and smocking at back





Pimm Top
in baby floral

off-shoulder cotton top with smocked bodice

and cuffs with shell button



Lettuce Dress
in milk

satin bee jacquard dress with 

bra bodice, adjustable straps, and high-low hem
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